Three classes of modifications have been made:
(1) Revisions to CERs. The maximum number of times a CER may be used has been increased for many CERs by enlarging the parameter tables stored in the computer. One CER has been added and another changed.
(2) Additional Reports. A report (Input Cost Element) can now be printed that contains the information on the Input Cost Element Sheets, including the shaded areas not key punched. This report also prints the factor and element changes for each sensitivity run. A report, designated Table I , containing all of the information on the input cost element estimate sheets (except the budget code is also available if the analyst desires such backup data for his cost study. A sample format is shown in Appendix I.
8 Planned Extensions (R)
The operational program has been converted from the IBM 7090 computer to the IBM 7030, and several minor changes have been made. The extensions discussed in Sections 2. 8.1 through 2. 8.5 below, have been deferred for the present but may be incorporated at a later date.
SECTION IV
CHANGES TO THE PRIMER (SECTION 3.0)
The following are the modifications and additions to the Primer of the User' s Manual.
Direct Dollar Estimates (R)
Two CERs, 01 and 24, are available for operating on direct dollar estimates.
In CER 01, the analyst estimates time-phased direct dollar costs; a total over years is calculated and the total and time-phased costs are stores in the proper locations of the structure. In CER 24, Multiple Direct, the analyst estimates from two to seven sets of time-phased direct dollar costs; these costs are summed for each time period, and these time-phased costs and the total over years are stores in the structure. The analyst need enter only the number of cards for which he has estimates.
Factors (R)
CERs 16, 17, 18, and 31 -Factor (1), Factor (2), Factor (3), and
Factor (4), respectively -convert estimates of resources such as "number of A short "super-control" program preceding the executive routine now permits the analyst to choose between (1) printing all output reports via the computer monitor system printer and (2) writing a special output tape from which printing can be done later. Output via the system printer is available more quickly but usually only one copy can be obtained. On the other hand, printing from a special output tape may involve a delay in obtaining results, but as many copies as desired can be printed and the tape retained as long as it is needed.
6 Changes for Sensitivity Analysis (A)
Changes in percentages, factors, and input cost estimates for sensitivity Nomenclature. The additional 13 card is described below.
NOT COSTED Nomenclature Card
A card containing the Hollerith characters "NOT COSTED" must be inserted before the first run control card (04) in the data deck, even if the input cost element estimates are not to be printed. The term is used in printing the input 11 information when an element is not being costed, appearing in place of the unit of measure for that element.
The format of the card is shown below:
Card Columns Information 1-2 Card Code (13) 3 Blank 4-13 NOT COSTED
Control Cards (A)
01-System (The following additional information is entered on the system card:)
Card Columns Information 55 1 = yes, 0 = no -for printing Table I 56 1 = yes, 0 = no -for printing elements in Table I that are not costed
57-58
Number of lines to be printed on a Unless alternative line numbers are given in columns 57-60, the printing routine for input data will start a new page if (1) the last line of an element is equal to or greater than the 53rd line of the page or (2) the last line of a subsystem is equal to or greater than line 45 on the page. The numbers 53 and 45 appear satisfactory, so it is unlikely that alternatives will be necessary.
3 System Data Cards (A)
The remaining five card types are considered system data cards. cards must always be included for each element being changed in a sensitivity run.
The "unit of measure" refers to the input cost data on the 06 (or -6) card with the same sequence and card numbers (field 8 on the Input Cost Element
Estimates Sheet). Only one 15 card is necessary for a subsystem which is not costed (CER 99) and should contain the words "NOT COSTED" in place of a unit of measure. The standard unit of measure cards may be included, however, for individual elements that are not costed, because the "NOT COSTED" label is then supplied from the 13 card previously read into the computer.
If the unit of measure is a percentage, the reference element gives the sequence number of the element of which the percentage is being taken. When there is more than one reference element, the number of reference elements is given.
A The input data cards are organized for processing in a fashion which follows the card numbers. Fifteen cards for Run 1 are included only if Table I will be printed.
If there is more than one reference element, the number of reference elements which apply are given, rather than any particular element.
1
Header Card (00) with number of systems. 
21
Data organized by items 12 through 20 for each additional sensitivity run; there is no practical limit to the number of sensitivity runs which can be made.
22
If another system is to be processed, the data for the next system is organized by items 2 through 21, thus requiring as input its separate set of Parameter
Cards (02) and Factor and Percentage Values (03).
As many different systems may be processed as desired.
In addition to the changes in the data cards noted above, a change has also 2) The elements are arranged by sequence number.
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Number of cards correspond to number of -6 cards.
2) Cards are arranged in the same order as the -6 cards. The computer program is controlled by one of two short control programs, depending on the method of output desired. In both cases the control program merely calls the executive subroutine which controls, via other subroutines, the processing of the various types of input data, the computation of costs for the structure, and the generation and printing of output tables.
6. 3 Computer Error Diagnostics (A)

PARAM (R)
The subroutine PARAM reads in parameter cards (02) and under the control of the CER number and CER line number, stores the sequence number of the element to be calculated and the coded parameter addresses.
SANDS (R)
The subroutine SANDS is entered in the first run only. It reads in the original input cost element data (06) for a pass, scales the data, sequence checks the card number of elements with multi-card inputs, and writes the data on magnetic tape 8. The data are thus available for recall for use in subsequent runs.
SANDS calls a STRAP subroutine, UNPACK, which unpacks the card number and the scaling factors Y and Z, all of which have been read in as a single field in octal code by subroutine SANDS.
If the input data is to be printed, SANDS reads in the unit of measure and reference elements (15) and before the cost data is scaled, prints Table I . In addition to the 06 cards, the 13 card, and the 15 cards, SANDS uses the cost element nomenclature from the Table Tape as data in printing Table I .
SENSE (R)
The subroutine SENSE is entered for all runs. In the first run, it initializes storage locations for sensitivity analysis. In subsequent runs, it reads from magnetic tape 8 the initial set of factors and percentages and checks for the 
